HALLINAN & SCOTT, Best of the Lot

David Scott, candidate for Mayor, is the protest vote candidate this election year. He is a homosexual, and with the options open, we would urge that on November 8th, that you vote for David Scott and by doing so, you vote for gay power as well.

Terence Hallinan, is the only candidate for Supervisor in District 5 who can bring the District together, and best serve the interests of ALL of the residents of District 5. He is very pro-gay and has numerous gay supporters. A vote for Terence Hallinan, is a vote for unity, and better government which will represent you, the resident of District 5.

For District Attorney, crime-in-the-streets is the only real issue, and the only qualified candidate running is Joe Russoniello, the one candidate whom the criminal element fear. For with Russoniello as D.A., they will go to jail! Vote for safe streets, vote for Joe.

In the race for Sheriff, there is really none of the candidate qualified. Don't vote! And if you live in District 9, we strongly urge you to vote for Lee Dolson who has been a good friend and ally for gays.

In District 7, only Enola Maxwell knows the problems of that troubled District and has the solutions and she will listen to you.

In District 1, Ed Lawson, a far-sighted man, highly qualified and deeply involved in the affairs of District 1 all of the time sincerely deserves your vote if you live in District 1.

In District 11, Eric Moncur is the most concerned of the candidates and deserves your vote against big business and FOR rent control.

San Francisco — City at a Crossroads.

Joe Russoniello for D.A.

"JOE RUSSONIELLO — THE MAN THE CRIMINALS FEAR!"

That one line alone should be enough to make you want to vote for Russoniello for District Attorney on November 6th. Joe Russoniello is the ONLY candidate who has had experience trying cases in the criminal courts, none...of the others have ever tried criminal cases. Joe Russoniello WILL make the streets safe for you to walk at any hour. Joe Russoniello WILL make the Muni safe to ride at any hour. Joe WILL seek out and prosecute organized crime in our city. Joe WILL conduct a sensitive and professional Office of District Attorney. Joe Russoniello is the only candidate for D.A....if YOU care about San Francisco. editor
District 7 Election

District 7, one of the poorest districts of the 11 Supervisorial Districts in San Francisco, is an area in turmoil. Gonzales is their "only hope" for they are, for the most part, white and blacks with a sizable amount of gays as well, is growing not only in population, but with corporate businesses and the Moscone Convention Center. The lower Nob Hill and Golden Gate Terrace areas feel that Bob Gonzales is their "only hope" for they are, for the most part, white and middle class or would-be-middle-class. Putteno Hill, home of Bob Gonzales and Doris Ward (political pappies of Phil Burton), is an area in turmoil.

The Bayview and the Hunter's Point (Buchetower) areas of District 7, are filled for the most part, with black residents.

The black vote is torn between the highly popular community activist, Enola Maxwell, and the Burton pappies, Ward. Victor Melendez, is running in the Tenderloin. Melendez will try to take a certain amount of votes, which is obviously for the Tenderloin and South of Market areas, as never before, will hire the key to who will be the mayor, and despite the optimism of the early incumbent, Gutierrez, there will be a run-off. The Gonzales people told the Examiner, "They know they can beat Melendez or even Ward, but the handily winning Enola Maxwell will be a "tough one to beat in a one to one race." For Gonzales knows that the gay vote which he has courted has been lost to Maxwell, but this is the gay vote he was courting by the Gay Voters League (as they did in 1975 city wide), and the Stonewall Gay Democratic Club. Maxwell has a tireless force of loyal new recruits to her headquarters who deserve the finest kind of support. In the Tenderloin, she has a group of hardworking gay voters in the person of Hank Wilson, Ron Lanza and their arch-fiend, Ray Brudermann who have united behind the election of Enola Maxwell.

November 6th, make your gay vote heard!

Enola Maxwell

A real fighter. Supervisor 7

SPONSOR OF KEVIN WADSWORTH, who was recently hired by the SF General Hospital, after an alleged investigation by the attorney general's office was published on the front page of the SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER, paper, Peter Fries, and his association with the gay Republican Kevin Wadsworth has come in a shock to many who were supporting Wadsworth and the Wadsworth campaign office refuses to make any comment on the connection except to say, "You are trying to put our phone. That came from some rude character who identified himself as Wadsworth's campaign manager." The connections between Peter Fries and Kevin Wadsworth have been lost to Maxwell, witness her endorsement by HARRY'S.

Peter Fries: A Wadsworth sponsor!

Fries has two other corporative, after the suit and investigation by the attorney general's lawsuit or investigations, on the CAB. By the way, the Milk Club also had Cleve Jones, Randy & Linda Stallings in that election....

The home of Peter Fries, 64 Vicksburg, which is listed as the Church of Living Body, and the Antiqua Churchplate and CACCD, is also listed as the residence of a fellow priest of Fries whom the SF-PO has seen going in and out lately, who was arrested for consorting with the vice of 15 year old latino youth in Berkeley.

All of this within the campaign of Kevin Wadsworth's, and his campaign manager says: "We don't recall all of our donors are you tying up the line." Peter Fries was the one that supported the Wadsworth campaign.

In addition, Wadsworth was the side to the late former Governor of Florida, who was Nixon's boy in the Watergate cover-up. Wadsworth was never known in Florida as being pro-Wadsworth has no record of opposing Anita Bryant in Florida either.

Wadsworth "Connections?"

Listed below are places where you will enjoy yourself, depending upon your taste. Have a safe Halloween. Themselves & "Leather & Levi"

Oil Can Harry's HALLOWEEN PARTY WEDNESDAY - October 31st

OIL CAN HARRY'S, 709 Larkin (at Ellis) 928-9640

THE NEW OIL CAN HARRY'S

9 TIL 2AM

Deluxe, 1511 Haight Street. 557-8649

Halloween Costume with IRHE as Kate Smith & MC. Cash Prizes & Awards. $3 cover. This year on the street from LE DISQUE!

Plants & Things 720 Larkin Street

The Gay Voters League urges you to vote for our choice.
Letters to the Editor

Published in: SF Crusader, October 26, 1979

Dianne Feinstein: "Gays will have to establish a standard on how to be a man or woman or be accused of offenses. It is good that the board has come to this realization because it could be a solution for our community." (Feinstein later found out to her revelation.)

Terence Hallman, Supervisor District 5 "United We Stand"

They've had 10 long years in City Hall. They haven't solved our problems.

Send a Message to City Hall! Send

David Scott for Mayor

Mayor's Race, a Nightmare

Dianne Feinstein: "Gays will have to establish a standard on how to be a man or woman or be accused of offenses. It is good that the board has come to this realization because it could be a solution for our community." (Feinstein later found out to her revelation.)

Quentin Kopp: "Gays are no different than anyone else, except there seems to be a growing problem in the women's community, in the area of black women. The permit is NOT against lesbians or straight women. The permit is NOT against bisexuals or any group of women. The permit is NOT against black women. The permit is NOT against white women. The permit is NOT against men. The permit is NOT against anyone." (Kopp's campaign manager was arrested for fraud and stealing.)

David Scott: "Gays deserve more from government than they have received. I intend to be the first of the gay candidates to seek a gay bathhouse permit. (David has been attacked by and denied support by the so-called gay leadership.)"

Feinstein, a living horror for homosexuals if she is elected to a four year term. Four years of her "frightening thought, especially when you look at her record of her work and her support for the S.F. bathhouses", which is "obviously controlled by her fiancé, the Rev. Robert Broshears. Feinstein was once a member of the S.F. bathhouses, and she ran for mayor, no more. And her gay agenda which surrounds her is a bunch of power-seeking animals... who all want desperately the "crumbs" which Dianne has chanced in front of them. Some of her gay-游艇 have enough brains to handle their own personal lives. Feinstein has nothing good, truth but those around her destroy her."
OCTOBER 31st
POST STREET GYM
phone 776-7460 for info
1044 POST

SINGLE MEMBERSHIPS:
$120 CASH FOR 1 YEAR, OR
$150 ON EASY PAYMENTS

SPECIAL BUDDY PRICE:
$200 FOR TWO (2)
1-YEAR MEMBERSHIPS

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
(415) 863-3290

SAN FRANCISCO
ARENA
MCMLXXVIII

“GREATNESS COMES TO THOSE THAT DARE TO SWEAT — DARE TO STRAIN — AND DARE THE PAIN.”

POST STREET GYM
HOURS
9AM - 9PM — MON • FRI
10AM - 6PM — SAT • SUN

SPECIAL BEER & WELLDRINK PRICES!

PRIZES FOR BEST COSTUMES

399 9th Street (at Harrison)
San Francisco, CA 94103

CESAR, Mayor?

Cesar Ascarrunz, candidate for Mayor is making an extension visit to this city for the purpose of raising funds. He will be at Hunters Point, Tuesday night, 9pm. Cesar, a Navy veteran and his family is not only a member of the community, but a member of the community in action. He is dedicated to community service and has made a strong effort to bring the community together. His campaign has received a great deal of attention and he is expected to have a strong showing in the election.

Housing Scandal....

Meanwhile, Terence Hallinan, long-time civil rights activist and the owner of a gay bar in the 5th District, has decided to run for Supervisor in District 5. Hallinan has run for Supervisor in the past, but has been defeated in both 1979 and 1983. He is a strong candidate and is expected to win the primary election. Hallinan has been an active supporter of Harvey Milk and the gay community. He has been a member of the board of supervisors and has been a strong advocate for gay rights. Hallinan has been a leader in the gay community and is respected for his dedication to the cause.

In an extremely hard fought race in District 5, sponsored by the Leading Front-runner, Terence Hallinan, only by the leading front-runner, Terence Hallinan, to run against the appointed Supervisor of the city. Number one reason has to be the fear of debate with Howard Wallace. Many attending candidate nights around the District, reported that “When Howard comes into the room, Harry Brit becomes a nervous person and his face twitch.” And this statement alluded to the fact that Brit has been known to be nervous in public speaking.

In the race for Supervisor, as he has from other gays and non-gays alike, of last November. It is in the interest of us who work and live in District 5 to elect the candidate based on merit and not his or her sexual preferences. Terence Hallinan can best serve those people and their families. It is abandoned at this point. For years, residents of the city have tried to gain an opening to bring the housing into the public sector and failed. Mayor Feinstein, in an effort to placate the various gay business interests of the city and to eventually drive out all blacks from the area, has obtained the Navy personnel and their families. It is abandoned at
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always well, and often superbly cast. Unfortunately the overall caliber is uneven as is the pacing, too.

WRONG AGES DEFEAT Miguel Pinero, who served time in Sing Sing, takes... WITH SOME EXC...  

One of the constant strengths of the SF Rep has been Sanford s brisk direction, leaves nary a dull moment. ...is in New York, is now being offered as the second... NUMBER OF ACTS AT CURRENT SEASON (at the Geary in 1973, 44-8440 for info). Pack some... the nurse, one of the bawdiest and most delightful characters created, with almost... And Marrian Walters can bring believability to the role of a schlemi... through... the cast... the sets alone are worth at least the... EDWARD HARRIS in his San Francisco debut in 1976 and in a... one may have knowledge but not understanding... One of the constant strengths of the SF Rep has been Sanford s brisk direction, leaves nary a dull moment. The script is weak, musty stodgy and...
SFI LITHOGRAPHICS
QUALITY PRESS PASTER & TWO COLOR FULL SERVICE PRINTING - QUICKLY.

SF GAINES AVE. CRIIME 7-3500
124TH ST. JUST OFF
POX 1444 AVE.
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God the Creator, is the one being, the

soul, the mind, the spirit. God's creation

himself, who is the image of God.

The traveler's map, the pilot's compass, the

soldier's sword, and the Christian's charter.

Here paradise is re

fully.

Read it slowly, frequently, prayer-

fully. It will reward the greatest labor, and condemn

those who serve in the Brotherhood of Light serve all

of God's children, the glory of God Its end. Read it slowly, frequently, prayer-

fully. It will reward the greatest labor, and condemn

those who serve in the Brotherhood of Light serve all

of God's children, the glory of God Its end.

The Bible

"The Holy Bible contains the mind of ......

we can't have without in.

We can't have power without it.

We can't have life without it.

The soul cannot be

nature and its destiny

The soul is immortal

Heaven is opened,

The gates of hell disclosed.

The secret of

The secret of

DUALITY

The Bible

"The Holy Bible contains the mind of ......

"The soul is immortal

God has created millions of different people for thousands of

years to come. But, Ray was deeply involved in the civil rights

movement. He began in 1972 and still continues with his yearly Christmas show for the Veterans at the VA Hospital. Ray has been the

founder of the GAA gay Activists Alliance) in '71 now "loyed

Reverend Ray held a protest of police brutality out-

was an activist. He was an orderly for $20 a week at the Proctor Hi

in the Tender-
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BOY POURRI
AN INTIMATE LOOK INTO THE LIVES OF YOUNG MEN.

LIVE SHOWS AT 1:00-4:00-7:00 & 10:00
THE SPARTAN
SAN FRANCISCO'S LARGEST ALL-MALE CINEMA and LOUNGE
421-5257
150 MASON STREET
ADULTS ONLY OPEN 10 TO 2am
X-RATED • COLOR • ALL MALE CAST

THE LIVES OF YOUNG MEN.

CO-FEATURE
INTIMATE LOOK INTO PRESENTS THE LIVES OF YOUNG MEN.

UVE SHOWS AT 1:00-4:00-7:00 & 10:00
ADULTS ONLY OPEN 10 TO 2am
ALL-MALE CINEMA and LOUNGE
SAN FRANCISCO'S LARGEST
150 MASON STREET
421-5257

YOU WON'T
AROUND THE MIRACLE MILE.
The ARENA, 9 PM, Leather, Levi, & Jock-strap is the dress code for cash prizes, drink prizes, and Sex prizes. The BRIG will have a Special Mystery Event...you'll see all kinds of costumes in the city. Different areas, different costumes...same event, different place and you'll see something special that would make a good name for a bar in the Castro. 

SO WHAT ELSE IS NEW?????
The STABLE will have their usual exotic...the studs...and that's all I'm telling you!

THE BULLDOG BATHS, 132 Turk Street, is a very special (and unfortunately North of Market) bar. That's ok 10 to 4...but if you want to stay there all night you must make reservations at 421-1274. There's a new leather bar that's very popular among the Leather, Levi, and Jock-strap crowd.

OUT - and WATERING HOLE are planning nothing special (that would make a good name for a Bar they'll have a Special Mystery Event...you'll see all kinds of costumes in the city. Different areas, different costumes...same event, different place and you'll see something special that would make a good name for a bar in the Castro.

The STABLE will have their studs...the

THE ARENA, 9 PM, Leather, Levi, & Jock-strap is the dress code for cash prizes, drink prizes, and Sex prizes. The BRIG will have a Special Mystery Event...you'll see all kinds of costumes in the city. Different areas, different costumes...same event, different place and you'll see something special that would make a good name for a bar in the Castro.

YOU WON'T
If your JAUR QATH won't CORN HOLE and YOUR GLORY SHEET WON'T EIGHTEEN OH! - EIGHT, MAYBE THE EBOC WILL.

3968 17TH STREET (CASTRO) 621 9275

The Mockingbird Sings

Cost of Classified Ad: 20 cents per word $2.00 minimum.

GOSPEL CONCERT
The Blackwood Brothers and the Florida Boys will appear on Friday November 16th at the Oakland Civic Auditorium at 7:30 PM. Tickets on sale at the door, only $5.50 for an entire evening of glorious gospel singing. For more information call 865-3690.

MARCUS is reported to have a face that "looks like a blank slate" but has been known to beat the pants off of several New York City's best-known gay clubs.

PARSON ME PLEASE!...in Perry, Georgia. For the ex-cub reporter, the New York Times.

BEYOND TRAVEL AGENCY
is the TOP-SECRET agent for the Pigeon Hole. He has been missing from the scene for weeks. Anyone who sees him should call 835-2157.

March 11, 1979

The Mockingbird Sings

Cost of Classified Ad: 20 cents per word $2.00 minimum.

ATTORNEY AT LAW
Joseph P. Mancione, 27 Bishop Place (across from the Hall of Justice)
phone 865-3499

GOSPEL CONCERT
The Blackwood Brothers and the Florida Boys will appear on Friday November 16th at the Oakland Civic Auditorium for one night only, beginning at 7:30 PM. Tickets on sale at the door, only $5.50 for an entire evening of glorious gospel singing. For more information call 865-3690.

MARCUS is reported to have a face that "looks like a blank slate" but has been known to beat the pants off of several New York City's best-known gay clubs.

PARSON ME PLEASE!...in Perry, Georgia. For the ex-cub reporter, the New York Times.

BEYOND TRAVEL AGENCY
is the TOP-SECRET agent for the Pigeon Hole. He has been missing from the scene for weeks. Anyone who sees him should call 835-2157.
GEORGE PAYNE IS BACK AND
JACK WRANGLER'S GOT HIM!
A New
Francis Ellery Film
Starring
JACK WRANGLER
GEORGE PAYNE
ADAM de HAVEN
KURT MANN
BRIAN RAY
GIOSEPPE WELCH

Navy Blue

X-RATED
COLOR
ALL MALE CAST

The Mob Hill Cinema
it happens in Key West, Provincetown & Palm Springs...but it's called

Fire Island Fever

it's a male condition

starring:
TARGET MODEL: MATT HARPER • BALLET DOWN THE HIGHWAY: YURI GARRY HUNT
'ARMS AT THE ADONIS': LEAD: CHRIS MICHAELS • NEW DISCOVERY: JOHN CARLO
'DUNE BUDDIES' AND 'ROUGH TRADE' FAVORITES: HUGH ALLEN AND REPE BRAZIL
TOBY ROSS DISCOVERY: LARRY PAIGE • AND SPECIAL GUEST STARS:
FRANK SCHMITT, GEORGE SARDI AND JOHNNY SAVOY
SCREENPLAY BY MOOSE 100 • EDITED BY BOB ALVAREZ
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY JACK DEVEAU

All Male Cast

Hand In Hand Films are available on
Quality X Video Cassettes